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Think Scottish food is boring? Think it's all about haggis and deep fried Mars bars? Well, think
again! The aim of this innovative new book is to firstly look at some classic Scottish dishes and
how they can be enhanced for the twenty-first century to more accurately reflect the food culture
in Scotland today. Secondly, the book looks more specifically at foodstuffs and ingredients
popular in Scotland today and suggests new and exciting ways in which they can be prepared,
cooked and served. Recipes include Bhuna Mince and Spicy Turmeric Tatties, Mexican Fajitas
Spiced Forfar Bridies, Irn Bru and Macaroon Bar Mini Trifles and 18 more to help you explore the
exciting culinary world of Scotland today and change your perceptions of Scottish food forever.
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Trifles Introduction The perception of Scottish food and recipes around the world is often slanted
at best. There are a great many misconceptions or even myths about foods popularly consumed
in Scotland, both past and present. Recipe books will often include details of creations which
only ever knew very specific regional popularity, were never enjoyed on a wider scale and have
largely disappeared out of the Scottish food culture altogether in modern times. Equally, media
will frequently focus only on dishes which are either likely to capture the public imagination in
their own right or have perceived associations which may prove newsworthy, such as the
undeniable, frequent cultural fascination with deep fried foods. It's therefore not hard to see how
and why wider understanding of modern Scottish food has become distorted. The recipes
featured in this book will broadly fall in to one of two categories. They will either represent a twist
on classic Scottish dishes to make them more suited to the twenty-first century food culture in
Scotland, or more commonly, they will feature food products and ingredients commonly enjoyed
in Scotland today served in new and hopefully interesting ways. The recipes are broadly
arranged to begin with breakfast suggestions before moving on to lunch/dinner/tea and
puddings/desserts.All Day Scottish Breakfast Sandwich Megabite The full Scottish breakfast
(for readers outside Scotland) is similar to the other full British breakfasts in that it is loosely
based around sausages, bacon and eggs, with any number of other possible sundry additions. It
is a meal that has also become popular at other times of the day, when it is called the all day
Scottish breakfast. I'm not sure if you've ever come across the concept of the all day Scottish
breakfast sandwich before but I've seen them in quite a few places in recent years and even
actually indulged on a few occasions - with mixed opinions. The biggest criticism I would have of
these commercially produced sandwiches is that the eggs always seem to be overly hard boiled
and frequently dry/rubbery. This naturally doesn't make them particularly pleasant to eat. The
sausages in these sandwiches also tend to be link sausages, rather than the more popular
Lorne or sliced sausages found in Scotland. I therefore decided to play around a bit with the all
day Scottish breakfast sandwich concept and I hope you like what I came up with. You can make
this serve anything from two to six people – at any time of day! - depending entirely upon how



hungry you and your family happen to be at the time. Why not make it at night, refrigerate it and
have a ready to serve to your family, hearty breakfast the next morning, saving you time when it
may be desperately short? I've used fresh farm duck eggs here, just to be a little bit different. If
you don't have access to/don't want to use duck eggs, you can of course simply use large
chicken eggs. Ingredients (Serves up to 6) 4 medium tomatoesExtra virgin olive oilGenerous
pinch of dried basilGenerous pinch of dried oreganoSalt and black pepper4 duck eggs4 sliced
(square/Lorne) sausagesLittle bit of vegetable oil for frying6 rashers of unsmoked back bacon1
ounce (25g) unsalted butter (not margarine or other butter substitute)White pepper1/4 medium
white onion, peeled and finely sliced1 pound (450g) fresh round loaf (wheat, spelt and rye used
here) Directions There are two reasons why I am firstly slow roasting these tomatoes before
including them in the sandwich. The first is to enhance their flavour and let them add a real
punch to the finished creation. The second is that I want to dry them out a bit. If you add
tomatoes to any sandwich, they will very quickly make the bread soggy and unless you eat the
sandwich straight away, it may prove unnecessarily unpleasant.
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in Scotland today served in new and hopefully interesting ways. The recipes are broadly
arranged to begin with breakfast suggestions before moving on to lunch/dinner/tea and
puddings/desserts.All Day Scottish Breakfast Sandwich Megabite The full Scottish breakfast
(for readers outside Scotland) is similar to the other full British breakfasts in that it is loosely
based around sausages, bacon and eggs, with any number of other possible sundry additions. It
is a meal that has also become popular at other times of the day, when it is called the all day
Scottish breakfast. I'm not sure if you've ever come across the concept of the all day Scottish
breakfast sandwich before but I've seen them in quite a few places in recent years and even
actually indulged on a few occasions - with mixed opinions. The biggest criticism I would have of
these commercially produced sandwiches is that the eggs always seem to be overly hard boiled
and frequently dry/rubbery. This naturally doesn't make them particularly pleasant to eat. The
sausages in these sandwiches also tend to be link sausages, rather than the more popular
Lorne or sliced sausages found in Scotland. I therefore decided to play around a bit with the all
day Scottish breakfast sandwich concept and I hope you like what I came up with. You can make
this serve anything from two to six people – at any time of day! - depending entirely upon how
hungry you and your family happen to be at the time. Why not make it at night, refrigerate it and
have a ready to serve to your family, hearty breakfast the next morning, saving you time when it
may be desperately short? I've used fresh farm duck eggs here, just to be a little bit different. If
you don't have access to/don't want to use duck eggs, you can of course simply use large
chicken eggs. Ingredients (Serves up to 6) 4 medium tomatoesExtra virgin olive oilGenerous
pinch of dried basilGenerous pinch of dried oreganoSalt and black pepper4 duck eggs4 sliced
(square/Lorne) sausagesLittle bit of vegetable oil for frying6 rashers of unsmoked back bacon1
ounce (25g) unsalted butter (not margarine or other butter substitute)White pepper1/4 medium
white onion, peeled and finely sliced1 pound (450g) fresh round loaf (wheat, spelt and rye used
here) Directions There are two reasons why I am firstly slow roasting these tomatoes before
including them in the sandwich. The first is to enhance their flavour and let them add a real
punch to the finished creation. The second is that I want to dry them out a bit. If you add
tomatoes to any sandwich, they will very quickly make the bread soggy and unless you eat the
sandwich straight away, it may prove unnecessarily unpleasant. Preheat your oven to
150C/300F/Gas Mark 2. Cut the tomatoes in half and lay them cut sides up on a roasting/baking
tray. Scatter them with the oregano and basil, season with salt and pepper and drizzle with olive
oil. Put them in to the oven and leave them alone for three hours. Take the tomatoes from the
oven. Using cooking tongs and gripping them very gently, slightly tilt them over to empty any
excess remaining moisture in to the tray before lifting them to a wire rack sat on top of a clean
tray. Leave them this way (still with their cut sides up) to steam off and cool. Put the duck eggs in
to a pot of cold water. Bring the water to a simmer for ten minutes. If using chicken eggs, make it
eight minutes. Pour a little vegetable oil in to a large, non-stick frying pan and gently heat. Fry the
sausages for about four minutes each side (depending upon their thickness) until done. Lift the
sausages to the wire rack with the tomatoes to cool. Take the pot containing the duck eggs to



your sink. Run cold water in it for about thirty seconds until the eggs are cool enough to handle.
Crack the shells of the eggs all around on a hard surface and carefully peel. Put them in to a
large bowl with the butter and season with white pepper. Mash with a fork. The finely sliced
onion should be stirred through the egg. Cover with plastic wrap and leave to cool. The bacon
rashers can now be fried three at a time in the pan used to fry the sausages. While the bacon
rashers were frying, I lifted the cooled tomatoes and sausages to a plate, covering them with a
food cover. This left the rack clear for cooling the bacon in a similar fashion. When the bacon is
cool, peel away the largest parts of the fat from around the edges and discard. These excess
fatty bits are not only unhealthy, they are pretty horrible to eat in a sandwich. Note that you
should only do this after the bacon is cooked and never before or you risk the bacon drying out
during cooking and it will adversely affect the flavour. These wheat, spelt and rye loaves are one
of my favourites. You can of course use any similarly shaped and sized loaf. Carefully cut the top
off the loaf with a serrated bread knife. Cut off just enough to reveal the full diameter of the inner
loaf. Hold the loaf at an angle with your weaker hand and carefully pick out the insides with your
fingers. You want to leave a shell around three-quarters of an inch (2cm) thick. Pat the base of
the bread down to evenly flatten. Break the sausages with your hands as is required to fit them
in an even layer in the bottom of the bread shell. One reason I believe why sliced sausages are
often not used in sandwiches is that they can dry out more than links and be less palatable. This
is a further benefit of using these moist but not soggy tomatoes in that they help to keep the
sausage moist when added on top. Take a little bit of the bread plucked from the loaf and pack it
around the tomatoes. (Note that the rest of the removed bread can be dried and made in to
breadcrumbs - or as in this instance, eaten with olive oil, grated garlic and black pepper as an
Italian style starter.) Arrange the bacon rashers on top of the tomatoes. Spoon the egg on top of
the bacon and ensure you have an even thickness. The egg should ideally have now filled your
hollowed out loaf. You may not need all of it but on this occasion I did. Sit the top back on top of
the loaf. Wrap the filled loaf in plastic wrap and sit it in an appropriately sized bowl. Put a plate
on top of the loaf and weight it with anything you have handy. You don't want anything too heavy,
just something that will compress the loaf enough to bind everything together. This large jar of
raisins was ideal. After about an hour, your loaf can be unwrapped and cut in to wedges to
serve.A Truly Offal Full Scottish Breakfast This version of a full Scottish breakfast sees the meat
components - traditionally sliced sausage and bacon - replaced by offal in the form of lamb's
liver and kidneys. Not particularly Scottish, some may say? In actual fact, it is the pluck (offal) of
a lamb or sheep (usually the heart and lungs) which forms the meat components of haggis, so
this version of the full Scottish breakfast can after all claim a very Scottish tinge. Offal can also
be a very healthy choice, with liver in particular knowing a number of healthy properties, so why
not give this alternative full Scottish breakfast a try some time? Ingredients (Serves 1) 2 small
slices of Scotch lamb's liver2 Scotch lamb kidneys2 tattie scones1 large breakfast mushroom,
stem removed1 medium tomato, halved1/2 small white onion, sliced1 duck egg (or chicken
egg)Vegetable oil for fryingSalt and pepperFreshly chopped parsley to garnish Directions If you



wish, you could ask your butcher to prepare the kidneys on your behalf. It's not difficult but you
may find it easier to have a pair of kitchen scissors to hand as well as a sharp knife. The way I do
it is simply to cut the kidneys in half down through the centre lengthways with a knife before
using the scissors to cut out the little bit of pure white fat in the middle. There's no need to be too
pedantic about this - if you miss a little bit, that's fine. Many people steep offal - particularly liver -
in milk before they cook it. This is to get rid of any remaining blood and associated impurities.
Personally, I don't bother but you can do so if you wish. Steep it for about fifteen minutes and pat
it dry with kitchen paper. 
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